USER GUIDE

NEXT BIG SOUND

The primary mission for Next Big Sound at
Pandora is to empower music makers to
make informed decisions using data from
Pandora and major social and video streaming
platforms.

S M A R T, T I M E LY I N S I G H T S
			

FOR THE MUSIC INDUSTRY

WHAT IS NEXT BIG SOUND?
At the heart of our mission is a powerful analysis platform puts this data into context and
provides meaningful benchmarks to help drive artists’ careers and market their music.
In addition to the analysis platform, Next Big Sound offers engaging industry content—
including in-depth, data-driven blog posts, as well as Billboard and Pandora Charts. These
can be viewed and shared freely without creating an account on Next Big Sound.

RESEARCH AND BLOG
Our data science and research teams consistently uncover new insight into the modern
music industry. We publish this work in periodic blog posts and news articles at blog.
nextbigsound.com

CHARTS
Next Big Sound’s intelligence powers charts for Billboard and Pandora that showcase
trending and top-performing artists by combining data from across all major social and
video streaming platforms with Pandora data. You can find and subscribe to our charts at
nextbigsound.com/charts

GETTING STARTED ON NEXT BIG SOUND
Signing up and joining an account
To start tracking artists’ social metrics on Next Big Sound, you’ll need to create or join an
account.
Most Pandora partners have already established Next Big Sound accounts at the company
level. If you’d like to join your company’s Next Big Sound account, contact your company’s
NBS administrator for an invitation. Admins can access and manage the users on their
account at nextbigsound.com/settings/people

If you or your company needs to create a new Next Big Sound account:
1. Go to nextbigsound.com/signup
2. Enter the required information
3. Click “Create Account”
Once you’ve created an account, you’ll be redirected to your Next Big Sound dashboard. To
add additional users to your account, please visit nextbigsound.com/settings/people
Adding and verifying artist connections
Once you’ve created an account with Next Big Sound, verify your connection to the artists
you work with, or add them to Next Big Sound if we aren’t already tracking them. To do that:
1. Begin typing their name in the search bar of your Dashboard
2. As you type, a dropdown menu will appear and display a list of results (remember to
check the spelling of the artist’s name for accurate results)
3. If you find your artist in Next Big Sound, click their name in the dropdown menu to
view their profile
4. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click “Edit Data Sources”
• Note: This eliminates the need to connect artist data sources later (instructions in
the next section of this playbook)
5. If you don’t find your artist, click “Add” at the bottom of your search results, which will
take you to the Add Artist page
You can add a Next Big Sound profile for any artist by connecting a social profile on the
Add Artist page:
1. Type or paste the URL of the artist’s Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram in the space
provided
2. Once Next Big Sound recognizes a valid URL, you’ll be asked to confirm the artist’s
name and image associated with their profile
• Note: Since some artists have similar names, spellings, or multiple social accounts,
you may be asked to create a unique name for the artist profile. To edit an artist’s
name, type in the text field under “Confirm Your Profile Name.”
3. Double check that the profile image and name are correct and confirm by clicking
“Looks Good! Create”

Connecting Artist Data Sources
The Artist Data Sources page is a helpful resource for verifying data sources. You can get to
it by clicking “Edit Data Sources” at the bottom of any artist profile.
From the “Edit Data Sources” page, you can connect two types of sources — public sources
and authenticated sources.
• Public sources are the public social media profiles that Next Big Sound tracks for every
artist. They’re available for all users and include Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube,
and more. Verifying these public sources requires only the relevant link. Public sources
are used to provide audience insights, benchmark artist performance, track artist
success, and predict future potential.
• Authenticated sources provide detailed and often sensitive insights into an artist’s
performance. Because of that, they require an extra verification step once the relevant
link has been provided. The data from authenticated sources is only available to the
users or the accounts that connected them. Examples include Pandora data, Facebook
Insights, YouTube Analytics, and more.
Once a source has been added, the source will show as “locked” on the artist page to
prevent unauthorized changes. If you need to change or correct locked sources, click on
the “Locked” button and follow the prompt to alert the Next Big Sound Support team.
The Dashboard: Your logged-In home page
When you’re logged in, the home page you see is the Dashboard — connecting you to the
artist profiles you follow. These artist profiles will appear in your on your dashboard in the
order they were most recently viewed. View an artist’s profile by clicking on their image.
You’ll see any reports you’ve created below the artist list. You can open existing reports by
clicking the “View Report” button.
Weekly Emails
By default, you’ll receive an email every Monday containing a digest of the metric
performance of the artists you follow over the last week, with buttons linking to the artist
profiles explored in the digest. To adjust the day of the week you receive the email, or to
opt-out of receiving weekly updates, visit nextbigsound.com/settings

ARTIST PROFILE PAGES
Get Insights With Ease
The artist profile page is where you’ll find in-depth reporting on social metrics and
performance for a particular artist. All Next Big Sound users can view an artist profile page,
see public data sources (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube etc.), and follow the profile
to receive weekly email reports. Users who are part of a direct partnership with Pandora
and Next Big Sound can also generate reports and graphs directly from an artist profile
page.
The artist profile page is broken into eight sections:
A. 	Actions and navigation (desktop only)
B. 	Artist Spotlight
C. 	Audience
D. 	Recent Releases
E. 	Releases
F. 	Reach
G. 	Engagement
H. 	Data Sources & Data Notices
Each section of an artist profile is displayed on the left hand side of the page. To quickly
navigate to a specific section, click on the section title. Section titles that are not available
appear grayed out.
A. Actions and navigation (desktop only)
Follow an Artist
Follow an artist by clicking “Follow” in the top left sidebar of the artist’s profile. The artists
you follow will appear on your Dashboard and will be included in your weekly email
report. To unfollow an artist, hover over the pink “Following” button in the top left sidebar
to reveal a black ‘Unfollow’ button and click.
Export As PDF
To export an artist profile as a PDF, click “Export PDF” in the top left sidebar. In the popup window, choose which sections of the profile to include in the export (by default, all
sections are selected). Click “Download PDF” to export.

Date Range
To change the date range of data visible in the Recent Releases, Releases, Reach, and
Engagement sections of an artist profile, click the “Last Week” dropdown menu in the top
left sidebar. Select “Last Week,” “Last Month” or “Last Year.”
Compare Artists
Use the “Search For Comparison” text field in the top left sidebar to compare multiple
artists on one profile page:
1. Type the name of the artist you want to compare in the “Search For Comparison” text
field
2. Click the name of the artist you want to compare in the dropdown menu to select
3. The two artists’ data will be displayed in a side-by-side comparison in the Audience,
Recent Releases, Releases, Reach, and Engagement sections
4. To remove the comparison, click the “X” button next to the artist’s name on the text
field
B. Artist Spotlight
Located directly under the artist name, the Artist Spotlight is a collection of insights related
to how an artist is performing in comparison to other artists. These insights are unique
to Next Big Sound and are available for every artist profile. Each insight is displayed
as a meter indicating size or the extent of the metric. View in-depth information about
each spotlight by clicking on the title. Check out our Metric Glossary to see the full list of
metrics we offer.
Audience Reach
Audience Reach measures the number of fans an artist is reaching against the number
of fans they could potentially reach, as estimated by Next Big Sound. This is measured as
Small, Moderate, Large, or Enormous.
To read more about Audience Reach, please visit help.nextbigsound.com/hc/en-us/
articles/203530374-Audience-Reach

Metric Trend
Metric Trend compares an artist’s activity over the last seven days to their activity over the
last 180 days, in order to identify their long-term trajectory. This is measured as Slowing,
Stable, Growing, or Viral.
To read more about Metric Trend, please visit help.nextbigsound.com/hc/en-us/
articles/203727170-Metric-Trend
Audience Engagement
Audience Engagement measures how active and engaged an artist’s fans are, based on
Audience Reach. This is measured as Occasional, Moderate, Strong, or Passionate.
To read more about Audience Engagement, please visit help.nextbigsound.com/hc/enus/articles/203727180-Audience-Engagement
Artist Social Stage
Artist Social Stage places an artist in one of five common stages of development:
Undiscovered, Promising, Established, Mainstream, or Epic.
To read more about Artist Social Stage, please go to help.nextbigsound.com/hc/en-us/
articles/203727200-Artist-Social-Stages
C. Audience
This section provides an overview of the demographic and geographic breakdown of an
artist’s audience based on engagement in the last 30 days. Composite Demographics
represent an average across multiple available metrics. Refer to the Metric Glossary for a
detailed breakdown of the types of data we collect.
To create a demographic report for an artist, click “Create a Demographic Report” under
the Audience section.

D. Recent Releases
This section provides metrics for three recent releases across specific, pre-set networks
including YouTube, Vevo, and Vine over the first 14 days after the content was posted. To
highlight a release on the graph, rollover and click on the corresponding release in the
table.
To view and compare recently released content, click “Create a Graph” under the Recent
Releases Section.
E. Releases
This section presents data for the top 40 released pieces of content associated with an
artist for the user’s preferred content network, such as Pandora or YouTube. (see the User
Settings section to change this.) Streaming data may diverge slightly from data in official
sales reporting tools or royalty statements.
To view and compare release content, click “Create a Graph” under the Releases Section.
F. Reach
This section presents metrics that measure the size of an audience across multiple metrics.
Reach metrics reflect an audience’s scope, where an audience is largest, and its potential
impact.
To view and compare an artist’s audience across metrics, click “Create a Graph” under the
Reach Section.
G. Engagement
This section presents metrics that measure audience interaction. Engagement metrics
reflect what an audience is sharing, endorsing, and interacting with, both on and offline.
To view and compare an artist’s audience interaction across metrics, click “Create a Graph”
under the Engagement Section.

H. Data Sources & Data Notices
This section displays a table of all the connected data sources for the artist profile,
including when they were connected, as well as a link to view the source. The Data Notices
section displays a status notice when an issue is detected.
To read more about data sources and specific data notices, visit nextbigsound.com/status

DIGGING DEEPER: REPORTS
Track and Compare Artists
Next Big Sound offers a range of report types that let you examine and explore data more
flexibly than is possible on the Artist Profile page. Reports have been designed to answer
a number of questions by looking at multiple types of data using different visualizations.
Reports can be shared over email, duplicated, or exported into Excel files using the
buttons in the top right corner of all reports.
Simple reports can be generated from any Artist Profile page. However, to answer specific
questions or make comparisons between artists, users should create custom reports with
specific artist and metric combinations.
In addition to graphs (generated from Artist Profile pages), there are five types of reports:
Community, Geo, Content, Demographic, and Ranking. Create a report by clicking the
report type in the left sidebar of your dashboard, selecting the artist or artists you’d like to
include in the report, then selecting the metric or metrics you want to measure.
At the bottom of your Dashboard, you’ll see that every report you create is automatically
saved and sorted based on when it was last accessed.
Graph Reports
Compare performance and trends over time
Graphs are the most powerful and commonly used type of report. Graphs contextualize
daily metric data with marketable events captured by Next Big Sound to help you identify
key milestones that drove engagement.

Click “Create a Graph” beneath the Recent Releases, Reach, or Engagement sections of
an artist profile to generate a graph showing available data for the last 30 days. You can
customize the date range displayed by dragging out the edges of the time window shown
above the graph, or by using the date selector dropdown available at the top right of the
graph.

Beneath the graph, you’ll see the list of data sources and a range of aggregated data for
each. You can copy and edit the data sources displayed using the icons to the right of
these rows to customize the information displayed on the graph.
Marketable events captured by Next Big Sound are represented as small numbered
squares along the top of the graph and correspond to the event feed to the left of the
graph. You can annotate the graph with event data to communicate how social and
marketing efforts, live events, blog mentions, and TV appearances have driven the artist’s
metric performance and audience growth.

Clicking on an event in the event feed will add it to the graph as an annotation. If multiple
events took place in one day, clicking that date in the event feed will expand the full list
of events. You can also add events from the event feed by clicking on the “+” icon that
appears when you’re looking at event details. You can remove annotations from the graph
with the black “X” that appears when you hover over the annotation with your cursor.
Graphs can also be used to compare artists, or to look at geographic and content-specific
data over time. To create a custom graph report, navigate to your Dashboard, then:
1. Click the “Create a Graph” button on the left sidebar of your Dashboard
2. To view metrics for a specific video or track: Select an artist or group of artists by
searching for them in the search bar, or selecting from your followed artists displayed
in the window. Once you’ve selected the artists you’d like to see data for, click “Choose
Content”
3. After selecting the content you’d like to see data for, click the “Choose Metrics” button.
If you don’t want to view metrics for a specific video or track, click the “Skip
Content” button to continue.
4. Select the metrics you’d like to include in the report. Selecting a network will add all of
that network’s metrics.
5. Click “Create Report”
Geo Reports
Discover your strongest markets
Geo reports visualize how a single metric for an artist performs differently around the
world based on the metric’s relative strength by geographic area. Data is displayed on
a color-coded heat map, with more active regions indicated by a darker color. To create
a Geo report, click “Create Geographic Report” under the Audience section of the Artist
Profile page.
International heat maps like these are frequently skewed by the distribution of data from
highly populous or connected countries. You can normalize the data in the Geo report
to take population or number of internet users into account by clicking on the “Standard
(RAW)” dropdown and selecting “Per Capita” or “Normalized by Internet Users.”

Regional data is also available for a number of geographic metrics. If regional data is
available for a country, your cursor will become a hand when hovering over that country.
Click on that country and the report will update to show regional data.

To create a custom Geo report, navigate to your Dashboard, then:
1. Click on the “Geo” button on the left sidebar of your Dashboard
2. To view metrics for a specific video or track: Select an artist or group of artists by
searching for them in the search bar, or selecting from your followed artists displayed
in the window. Once you’ve selected the artists you’d like to see data for, click “Choose
Content”
3. After selecting the content you’d like to see data for, click the “Choose Metrics” button.
If you do not want to view metrics for a specific video or track, click the “Skip
Content” button to continue.

4. Select the metric you’d like to include in the report by clicking on it
5. Click “Create Report”
Content Reports
Analyze streaming performance by track
Content reports make it easy to compare metrics for specific tracks and videos over time
for one or multiple artists.
To create a Content report, click “Create a Report” beneath the Releases section of the
Artist Profile. By default, the report will show the last four weeks of data for each piece of
content in the Releases section of the artist’s profile, along with the percentage change
between the two most recent weeks and total values as of the most recent date included in
the report.

Clicking “Pivot Report” will create a column for each metric included with the most recent
week’s data, aggregated to facilitate easy comparisons across metrics and artists. You can
edit the metrics or content included in the report by clicking “Edit Report” at the top left
corner of the report.

To create a custom content report, navigate to your Dashboard, then:
1. Click on the “Content” button on the left side of your Dashboard
2. Select an artist or group of artists by searching for them in the search bar, or selecting
from your followed artists displayed in the window. Once you’ve selected the artists
you’d like to see data for, click “Choose Content”
3. After selecting the content you’d like to see data for, click the “Choose Metrics” button
4. Select the metrics you’d like to include in the report. Selecting a network will add all of
that network’s metrics.
5. Click “Create Report”
Demographic Reports
Get to know your most engaged fanbase
Demographic reports allow you to compare the audience age and gender differences for
multiple artists and metrics.
To create a demographic report, click “Create a Demographic Report” beneath the
Audience section of the Artist Profile. By default, the report will show the last four weeks
of data, along with the percentage change between the two most recent weeks and total
values as of the most recent date included in the report.
Clicking “Pivot Report” will create a column for each demographic category with the
various data sources displayed as rows.

To create a Demographic report, navigate to your Dashboard, then:
1. Click on the “Demographic” button on the left side of your Dashboard
2. Select an artist or group of artists by searching for them in the search bar, or selecting
from your followed artists displayed in the window. Once you’ve selected the artists
you’d like to see data for, click “Choose Content”
3. After selecting the content you’d like to see data for, click the “Choose Metrics” button
4. Select the metrics you’d like to include in the report. Selecting a network will add all of
that network’s metrics.
5. Click “Create Report”
Community Reports
Analyze your full roster’s performance
Community reports aggregate top-line numbers for a large number of artists across
multiple metrics. This type of report is best used for consistent weekly reporting for a large
roster or set of competitive artists.
To create a Community report, navigate to your Dashboard, then:
1. Click on the “Community” button on the left side of your Dashboard
2. Select an artist or group of artists by searching for them in the search bar, or selecting
from your followed artists displayed in the window
• Once you’ve selected the artists you’d like to see data for, click “Choose Content”
3. After selecting the content you’d like to see data for, click the “Choose Metrics” button
4. Select the metrics you’d like to include in the report. Selecting a network will add all of
that network’s metrics.
5. Click “Create Report”

Like the Content and Demographic reports, Community reports will show the last four
weeks of data, along with the percentage change between the two most recent weeks and
total values as of the most recent date included in the report. Community reports can be
back-dated by adjusting the date selector at the top right.
To facilitate easy comparisons among large groups of artists, you can filter the report using
the text entry box above the table to search for metric or artist names. The report can be
re-sorted at any point by clicking on a column header to easily rank pertinent artists by any
of the metrics displayed.
Click “Share” on the top right to set up your Community report as a weekly email with the
option to include the table as an Excel attachment.

Ranking
Explore top performers by metric
Ranking reports show the top-performing artists for a specific metric and network during
a given week. Ranking reports are representative of all profiles in Next Big Sound and
help users put artist performance in context by seeing how they stack up against other
performers within a particular metric.
To create a Ranking report, navigate to your Dashboard, then:
1. Click on the “Ranking” button on the left side of your Dashboard
2. Select the metric you’d like to include in the report
• Note: Ranking reports can only display information for one metric at a time
3. Click “Create Report”

The Ranking report will show a list of the top performers Next Big Sound tracked that week
for the metric in question. Like the other report types, you can use the “Filter by search
term” text box to search for particular artists in the table.

HOW TO GET HELP
Support is available at ampplaybook.com/help for all questions regarding account access,
artist data and product features. Or:
• Visit the Next Big Sound Help Center: help.nextbigsound.com for FAQ’s and detailed
walk-throughs of the most common and useful workflows in Next Big Sound.
• Questions about metrics? Visit: nextbigsound.com/glossary

